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Abstract 
The geology, sediment and soil studies are important due to its significant 
impacts on agriculture, mining, constructions materials, industries, environ-
ment, ground water percolation, air pollution, surface and ground water pol-
lutions, earthquakes and geo-hazards in Afghanistan. In this research, we 
studied petrography, Sediment, tectonic structures, soil fraction selection by 
using hydrometer, sieving analysis, and geological mapping. Results show 
different kinds of metamorphic rocks of low grade and medium grade meta-
morphisms, Garnete mica Schist, Garnete Schist, Quarsite, different types of 
minerals among rocks. Further, type of sediment consisting residual angular 
(Autochthonous) and rounded (Allochthonous) transported by water, among 
sediments consisting Garnete, Gneiss, Schist, Quarsite, Biotite and consisting 
different type of sizes boulders, Cobble, Granule, Sand, Silt. Hydrometer 
analysis shows different types of soil clayey loam, sandy loam, silty loam. 
Moreover, Geological mapping shows complex tectonic structures like joints, 
cracks, faults, folds, anticline and syncline. The obtained results suggest that 
the petrography, sediments and soil researches can be used efficiently for 
catchments of the Kabul Basin and other basins in Afghanistan. 
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1. Introduction 

The Chelsaton sedimentary basin is located at the southeast side of Kabul which 
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covered an area of 132.5 Km2 [1] [2]. In this basin, all regolith and sediments are 
transported from different points of Loger, Asmayey mountains by sudden 
floods and Kabul River were accumulated at the different thickness in different 
locations of this basin. The Chelsaton Basin belongs to Quaternary (Pleistocene) 
and Neogen geological periods, different sediments are deposited after one 
another and forms of morphology, which we can see at the different reliefs [3]. 
Types of sediments in this basin directly belong the kinds of rocks located in 
surrounding mountains. In these sediments, we can see Garnete, Biotite and 
Muscovite minerals particles. The surrounding mountains of this basin is 
formed from metamorphic rocks like Schist, Gneiss, Slate it’s called Crystalline 
of Kabul and it belongs to Precambrian (20 - 40 million years ago). The Chelsa-
ton Mountains are series of Loger Mountain range and it is located from South-
west to Northeast which is called walayati and khengal series [4] [5]. In these 
mountains we can seen different mining of rocks like slate, Gneisses, Garnets 
mica schist and gravels for constructions materials [6] [7]. When the gravel 
analysis was done, there was more than Quartzite, Gneisses and Schist between 
these sediments. The morphology of Chelsaton belongs to three kinds of relief, it 
consists of high (upper course), belongs to mountains slops, middle relief (mid-
dle course) belongs to hills and plains areas (lower course), it belongs to agricul-
tural lands and the Chelsaton Basin is located between mountains ranges which 
is called inter mountains backing basin. In addition, in plain areas passing Kabul 
River and its two laterals located agricultural lands [8] [9]. 

The main aim of this study is to choose geological and Pedogenic characteris-
tics, used for selection different types of rock, sediment fractions and soil types 
in the context of significant impacts on agriculture, mining, constructions mate-
rials, industries, environment, ground water percolation, air pollution, surface, 
ground water pollutions, earthquakes and geo-hazards in Afghanistan [10] [11]. 
This is complicated due to the different types of metamorphic rocks, minerals, 
sediments and the dynamic response of weathering and exogenic forces [12]. 
The thickness, sizes of soil and sediment vary with year-to-year variation in hy-
dro-meteorological conditions of the basin. Therefore, geological and Pedogenic 
researches for the future become most useful in efficient management and plan-
ning of geology and soil. This research is therefore essential to study the petro-
graphy, different sizes of river sediments and soil, with no or scarce previous re-
search in this basin. The main aim of this study is to briefly research on the ge-
ology, sediment and soil in the Chelsaton basin in Afghanistan [13]. 

2. Methods and Materials 

In this research, we study geology, sediments, Pedogenic horizons and geological 
mapping of Chelsaton sedimentary basin to find out different types of rocks, 
mineral, sediments, soil type by using sieving and hydrometer analysis in the 
study of basin, as it requires laboratory works. Thus, for the study of rocks we 
transported rock, sediment and soil samples to the laboratory and used thin sec-
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tions, for sediments study in laboratory. So, we used sieving analysis and gravel 
analysis methods. For soil study we used stove for drying soil samples at 150˚C, 
after we sieved soil sample from 2 mm and by hydrometer to find soil fraction 
percentage of sand, silt and clay which is called fine fractions and used 12 classis 
of soils in triangle, the geological mapping by geological instruments like com-
pass, tape recorder, hummer, lenses. 

3. Study Area 

This study is carried out on Chelsaton Sedimentary Basin (Figure 1 and Figure 
2) which is also a sub-basin of Kabul River Basin. It is located in southeast side 
of Kabul City, on Loger Mountain range in Afghanistan. Its total area is reached 
to 132.5 km2 [14]. 

4. Result and Discussion 

The Chelsaton Basin sediments belong to Quaternary (Pleistocene) [15]. Sedi-
ments carried from Paghman, Loger, Asmayie, Qorugh and Paghman mountains 
range. These mountains are located at the surrounded Chelsaton sedimentary 
basin and locked like inter mountains backing basin. Sediments carried by 
flooding and Kabul river, at the different periods of time and made different 
thickness, and accumulated different types of minerals of metamorphic rocks  

 

 
Figure 1. Stratigraphy of different rocks in Chelsaton sedimentary basin, Kabul, Afghanistan. 
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Figure 2. Location map of Chelsaton sedimentary basin, Kabul, Afghanistan. 
 

like Garnete, Biotite and Muscovite. These minerals belong to mother rocks that 
are located at the surrounding mountains areas of Chelsaton. In this research, we 
focus on the study of petrography, sediment, tectonic structures, and soil frac-
tion selection by using hydrometer, sieving analysis, and geological mapping. 
Findings of this research show different kind of metamorphic rocks of low grade 
and medium grade metamorphisms, Garnete mica Schist, Garnete Schist, Quar-
site, different types of minerals among rocks like Garnete, micas. Types of sedi-
ment consisting residual angular and rounded transported by water, among se-
diments consisting Garnete, Gneisses, Schist, Quarsite, Biotite that consist dis-
similar type of sizes borders, Cobble, Granule, Sand, Silt. Soil types are clayey 
loam, sandy loam and silty loam. 

5. Geology of Kabul 

First of all, I would like to generally give brief information about the geology of 
Kabul Basin. 

Kabul Basin belongs to Quaternary (Pleistocene) period, [16]. Sediments 
carried from Paghman, Aliabad, Asmayie, Qorugh and Logger mountains. 
These mountains are located at the surrounded areas of Kabul Basin and these 
sediments carried by water at the diverse periods of time and made different 
thickness. The upper and middle parts of Kabul Basin terraces and there ac-
cumulated some heavy and light minerals and these minerals belonging to 
mother rocks that located at the surrounding mountains areas of Kabul Basin. 
For example, Epidote, Kyanite and Granite we can find in some terraces of 
Kabul River Basin because these belong to all Metamorphic rocks (Crystalline). 
It is located at the surrounding mountains of Kabul Basin. Also, there are some 
others minerals like Rutile and Zircon which belong to igneous rocks of Pagh-
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man Mountains range [17]. In addition, there is some others minerals like 
Muscovite and Biotite, they are also belong to all metamorphic rocks and are 
located in the surrounding mountains of Kabul Basin. As well as, Biotite and 
Rutile minerals in middle and lower terraces of Paghman River belong to ig-
neous rocks of Paghman Mountain range and all sediments carried by water 
and accumulated to one another in terraces [18]. All rivers of Kabul Basin 
joined at the different locations and all running about from west to east, and 
sediments of Kabul Basin belong to Tertiary (Eocene and Oligocene), the age 
of sediments between upper and middle parts of Kabul is about (20 - 45) mil-
lions years which is called Tertiary formations [19]. Upper part of these sedi-
ments covered by younger sediments of lower Quaternary (Pleistocene) sedi-
ments, it consists of the terraces above. It has different complex, altitudes and 
locations. For example, upper part of Kabul River Basin belongs to Quaternary 
and there we can see more consolidated and unconsolidated gravels sediments, 
but middle part of Kabul River Basin belongs to Tertiary. There is some un-
consolidated sands, Marls (gray, white, green and brown) colors, and upper 
part of these sediments covered by rivers terraces [20]. All mountains sur-
rounding of Kabul Province, made by metamorphic rocks, without Paghman 
Mountains in adaption metamorphic rocks, it is made by some igneous rocks 
also, other all mountain made from metamorphic rocks, from Radiometry 
method they find the life time of these mountains about (928 ± 8) million years 
[21]. The older one is located at the Khair Khana Mountains and the younger is 
in Shawaky and Qorugh mountains range [22]. 

6. Rock Studies in Chelsaton Basin 

All surrounding mountains of Kabul Sedimentary Basin are metamorphic rocks 
like Slate, Schist and Gneiss is called crystalline but we can find Granite only in 
Paghman. 

In this research, we studied one part of Kabul Basin (Chelsaton), there is dif-
ferent kind of metamorphic rocks Gneiss, schist’s, like low grade and medium 
grade metamorphism Garnete mica schist, Garnete Schist, Quarsite. So, in these 
we found different type of minerals Garnete, micas (Figure 3). All surrounding 
mountains belong to Precambrian (20 - 45 million years ago) [23]. 

7. Study of Sediments (Angular Sediments) 

All sediments transported by flooding and water belong to the surrounding 
mountains and it relates to physical weathering Authochtoneouse and angular 
because it is not transported by long space and its taluses and accumulated in 
mountains slops. When we done the gravel analysis method there was biggest 
size of 40 Cm = Cobble, Medium size 5 Cm = Granule, Small size 2 mm = Sand 
and Smallest size > 1 mm = Silt, between these sizes we found different types of 
rocks and minerals particles like Garnete, Gneiss, Quarsite and Schist’s, Slates, 
Mica, Biotite (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3. Different types of rocks in Chelsaton Sedimentary Basin (A) Garnete mica sch-
ist belong to low grade metamorphism, (B) Garnete schist, (C) Quarsite, (D) Garnete mi-
ca schist and it belongs to medium grade metamorphism,(E) Garnete schist, (F) Garnet 
mica schist. 

 

 
Figure 4. Angular sediments in Chelsaton sedimentary basin. 

8. Sediments Studies (Rounded Sediments) 

These related to those sediments transported through long distance by water 
during the snow melting seasons. Its form of imbrication and layers showed the 
direction of water in the ancient times. In these sediments we found different  
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Figure 5. Types of roundness sediments in Chelsaton. 

 
type of borders, Cobbles, pebbles, granules, Sands (course, medium, fine), silts 
(Course and fine). Between these sizes we found dissimilar types of rocks and 
minerals particles like Garnete, Gneiss, Quarsite and Schist’s, Slates, Mica, Bio-
tite. The roundness belongs to the hardness of rocks and minerals like Gneisses 
little rounded (Figure 5). 

9. Alluvial Fan and Soil Erosion 

As all know Afghanistan is one of the countries that has the arid and semi-arid 
climate. All mountains are barred and there is no any vegetation’s covers. At the 
flooding seasons precipitation make different types of soil erosion at the land 
surface different types of runoff and gully or rain rills [24] and eroded at the dif-
ferent thickness and made different types of alluvial fans and alluvial approns. 

10. Sediments Sizes Changing 

Chelsaton Sedimentary Basin is one of the inter mountain backing basins. The 
size of sediments in this basin belongs to the near and away from mountains 
range [25]. When we get near to the mountains the sizes of sediment are getting 
bigger and angular, and when the distance far from mountains range the sizes of 
sediments are getting smaller and angular as we see in (Figure 6). At the near 
part of mountains we can found Boulder, Cobble, Pebble, granule but in lower 
and plain areas we can see fine materials like sand, silt and clay. 

11. Terraces in Chelsaton Basin 

In this basin general dry river flows that belongs to the flooding and snow melt-
ing seasons. In this basin we can find different types of terraces. In these terraces  
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Figure 6. Sizes changing of sediments in Chelsaton. 

 

 
Figure 7. Dry river terraces in Chelsaton. 

 
we can find different types of sediments like bolder, cobble, pebbles, granules, 
sands and silts. These sizes belong to the slope and velocity of river, at the upper 
course we can see bigger sizes and the middle course we can see middle sizes and 
at the lower course we can see smaller sizes (Figure 7). 

12. Valleys in Chelsaton 

In the mountains areas we can find different types of valleys, but in this basin 
some places are V-shape valleys. Because, in the mountain slopes, there are more 
down cutting and bed of the valley more eroded and in the slopes little wea-
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thered laterals (Figure 8). 

13. Study of Soil Profiles 

In this research, we study three terraces (I, II and III). Profile I and II for hy-
drometer analysis and profile three sieving analysis method. 

14. Profile I 

In this profile we can find different type of layers and there is different types of 
sizes, soil type and soil structures. According to Hydrometer analysis, the soil 
type in this profile is clayey loam. There are different types of gravels like bolder, 
cobble, pebble, granule, sand, silt and clay. Also, there are crumbling and worm 
abstract structures (Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 8. V-shape valley in Chelsaton. 

 

 
Figure 9. Profile I in Chelsaton sedimentary basin. 
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15. Profile II 

The profile II is different from profile I and there is Platy soil structure because 
the soil formation is gravels, the soil porosity and permeability is highly at the 
cold seasons. The soil layers freeing to more depth in the small size we can find 
platy structures. In this profile we can see different sizes like pebble, granule, 
sand and silt. From hydrometer analysis we found soil clayey loam (Figure 10). 

16. Granulometric Analysis 

Granulometric analysis has been carried out to know the content of sand, silt 
and clay (%) in the present sediments. Percentage of sand, silt and clay (%) con-
tent of the samples are presented in Figure 11. Sand is the main constituent in 
all the sampling locations. Silt content is the least constituent which varied. In  

 

 
Figure 10. Profile II in Chelsaton sedimentary basin. 

 

 

Figure 11. Textural triangle of the soil fractions (%) in the soil profiles I and II [26]. 
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the samples studied, particle sizes occur predominantly in a given sample, the 
heavy minerals are primarily finer grained than the average grain size of the 
whole sample (Figure 11). 

17. Hydrometer Analysis from Profile I and Profile II 

One part of this research is hydrometer analysis to find different percentage of 
soil fractions (sand, silt and clay), also called fine materials of soil. The percen-
tage we found from the above triangle, from percentage of profile I and II dif-
ferent percentage of sand, silt and clay. In profile I we can see more percentage 
of sand after silt and smaller percentage is clay and the type of soil is loam and 
silt loam, but in the profile II the type of soil is loam and silt loam (Figure 12). 

18. Soil Profile III 

We can find different type of gravels like boulder, cobble, pebbles, granules, 
sands and silts. In this profile we generally can see two layers and there is not 
any graded bedding. Profile A consists of different sizes and more are angular. 
They are transported by high velocity, in ancient times will be turbulent streams. 
In layer B there are smaller gravels like pebble, granule, sand and silt. It will be 
low velocity of streams. As well as, in this profile we also can see angular uncon-
formity (Figure 13). When we did sieving analysis in this profile from cumula-
tive curve and Histogram we can find different sizes of materials (Figure 14). 

19. Sieving Analysis at Soil Profile III 

We can find different type of gravels like boulder, cobble, pebbles, granules, 
sands and silts. In this profile we generally can see two layers and there is not 
any graded bedding. Profile A consists of different sizes and more are angular. 
They are transported by high velocity, in ancient times will be turbulent streams. 
In layer B there are smaller gravels like pebble, granule, sand and silt. It will be  

 

 
Figure 12. soil fractions percentage and soil types in profile I and II in Chelsaton sedi-
mentary basin. 
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Figure 13. M. Profile III in Chelsaton sedimentary basin. 
 

 
Figure 14. Cumulative curves and Histogram of profile III in Chelsaton sedimentary basin. 

 
low velocity of streams. As well as, in this profile we also can see angular uncon-
formity (Figure 13). When we done sieving analysis in this profile from cumula-
tive curve and Histogram we can find different sizes of materials (Figure 14) 

20. Stratigraphy from Well Sampling 

In this research, we find stratigraphy up to 200 m, from well sampling there are 
different layers at stratigraphy, there were different types of layers like sand, 
Bolder, gravel, Silty sand, Sand, Clay with gravel, Clay, Clay with gravel, Clay, 
silt with gravel (Figure 15). From water’s point of view, in ground water there 
are some aquifers for ground water storage like gravel, Bolder, sand. 
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Figure 15. Well stratigraphy at the Chelsaton Sedimentary basin. 

21. Geological Mapping in Chelsaton Mountains Range 

The surrounding mountains of Chelsaton sedimentary basin have very complex 
tectonics, because there are more joints, cracks, faults, synclines, bedding planes, 
fracture, foliation, dyke, folds and the layers of rocks having different directions 
of strikes and dips (Figure 15). Likewise, there is fault breccia and millonite, the 
surface of layers are about 45˚ angle with horizontal surface. Some places the 
strikes of layers are from northeast to southwest, but in other places the strike of 
layers are from west north to south north, in these mountains area we can see 
different types of synclinal valleys [27]. These types of mountains are fold-fault 
Mountains [28] (Figure 18). When we done some measurements of compass 
there is one anticline that weathered at the ancient times (Figure 18). In this re-
search, for compass using we used four geographical directions (Figure 16 and 
Figure 17). In this mountain area the angle of dip is different at the different lo-
cations (Figure 18). 

22. Geographical Directions 

The geographical directions are the important parts of geology because of 
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stricke, dip and layer surfaces that belong to geographical locations. In compass 
measurements we must know about four directions (Figure 16). In this research, 
we find the stricke of layer, there is the stricks of layer north to south, northeast 
to southwest and east to west (Figure 17). 

23. Tectonic Structures 

The Chelsaton Mountains have very complex tectonic. There are different tec-
tonics structures of fold, faults, Joints, cracks and different types of valleys like 
diagonal, synclinal. From petrography point of view, the type of rocks is gneiss, 
slate and the kind of mountain is Fold-fault mountains. The angle of dip is about 
45˚ but in some places it is 15˚. Besides, there are some signs of fault breccia and 
fault millonite (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 16. Four geographical directions for compass using [29]. 

 

 

Figure 17. Geological mapping in Chelsaton Mountains. 
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24. Schematic Anticline 

From six compass measurement, we found the erosion schematic parts of anti-
cline. So, at the previous geological periods there was completely anticline and it 
is incompletely anticline. Now, there are only two limbs of anticline and the 
crust and apex are weathered by different factors of exogenic forces. This erosion 
part belongs to the gneisses that is called the crystalline of Kabul. There are di-
verse layers at the different thickness, the angle of dip is different strike and is 
generally in southwest to northeast and southeast to northwest (Figure 18). 

25. Type of Folds 

As all know, most of the surrounding mountains of Kabul Sedimentary Basin are 
metamorphic rocks from gneisses type. They belong to Precambrian and called 
crystalline of Kabul. The Chelsaton Mountains have the same gneisses, in this 
research, among these rocks we found different types of folds, like symmetrical 
and asymmetrical according to the axial plains. There are some kinds of normal, 
vergent, recumbent, napes, upright, horizontal inclined, plunging upright folds 
and having very complex tectonic of metamorphic rocks (gneisses) and we 
found different folding (Figure 19). The surrounding mountains of Chelsaton 
Sedimentary Basin are called Sheer Darwaza Series. 

26. Angle of Dip 

From six compass measurement, we find different angles of dips at the different 
layers. There are metamorphic rocks (geniesses). They are very complex tecton-
ics, the angles of dip is very different because there is active tectonic activities. 
From that, we can find at the anciant geological periods, there were more de-
formation and tectonic activities (Epirogeny and Orogeny, convergent, divergent 
and transform) (Figure 20). As well as, there are the rock layers, different at the 
deformation, because some rocks having different characteristics of elstic, plastic  

 

 
Figure 18. Some compass measurements and schematic anticline structure in Chelsaton Mountains. 
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Figure 19. Different type of folds, based on orientation of hinging line and axial surface, in 
Chelsaton basin, surrounding mountains, Afghanistan [30]. 

 

 
Figure 20. The determination of angle of dip by compass and dip direction in Chelsaton. 

 
and rafture [31]. 

27. Microscopic Studies of Joins and Cracks 

The tectonic of these mountains was very complex and there are different types 
of faults, joints, fractures, bedding plans, the magnitude of faults, joins and 
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cracks, we can see at the (Figure 21). In this figure, the microscopy of faults, 
cracks and joints are at the different directions and some faults, cracks and joints 
are crossed by one another, from that view point we can find the age. There are 
different ages, from pre –historical periods to now there active tectonic activities 
(Figure 21). 

28. Faults Surface 

There are different directions of faults surface at the different angles, as well as 
there are slicken sides, faults breccia, faults millonite (Figure 22). It is clear that  

 

 
Figure 21. The magnitude of faults, joints and fractures in Chelsaton Mountains. 

 

 

Figure 22. Different fault surface in Chelsaton Mountains. 
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we can find the movement from north east to south west. From this figure, we 
can find different ages of faults surface and for next time there will be other 
movements of faults for next too. 

29. Layers, Strike and Dip 

The strike and dip between layers is different, generally the strike of layers is 
southwest to northeast (Figure 23), and due to complex tectonic activities and 
angle of dip being 10˚, 49˚, 45˚, 30˚, 40˚, 35˚, 65˚, 67˚ and 75˚ different. 

According to axial plain in Chelsaton Mountain range, we can find different 
types of folds cylindrical, non-cylindrical, vergent, these folds have been con-
structed from complex tectonic activities. In this research, we found the different 
types of fold elements, in this mountain area according to the tectonic activities 
at the primordial geological periods [33], there is sign of different elements like; 
hinge line, hinge zone, fold axis, hinge point, hinge trace, inflection point, inflec-
tion line, limb, amplitude, inter limb angle (Figure 24 and Figure 25). 

 

 
Figure 23. Shows the schematic dip and strike line and layers of different rocks in Chel-
saton mountain range [32]. 

 

 
Figure 24. Normal fold and its elements in the Chelsaton mountains Gneiss [34]. 
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Figure 25. Cylindrical and non-cylindrical folds in Chelsaton Mountain Gneisses [35]. 

30. The Process of Metamorphism 

In Chelsaton Mountain range different types of metamorphic rocks change to 
one another. They consist of shale, slate, phyllite, schist, Gneiss, sandstones, qu-
artzite, granite, metasandstone, greenschist and marble. They belong to the age, 
depth of metamorphism and type of materials, as shown in (Figure 26). 

31. Conclusion 

In the surrounding mountains we found different types of metamorphic rocks 
gneiss, schist’s. For example, low grade and medium grade metamorphism Gar-
nete mica schist, Garnete Schist, Quarsite. In these rocks we found different 
types of minerals Garnete, micas, from sediments different sizes of Garnete, 
Gneiss, Schist, Quarsite, Biotite and different sizes of sediments boulders, Cob-
ble, Granule, Sand, Silt. There are different types of alluvial fans and Gully’s, 
valleys, dry river terraces [37]. When we analyzed the soil samples, we found 
different types of Clayey loam, sandy loam, silty loam and different structures 
like Crumbling, Platy structures and from sieving analysis we found cumulative 
curves and Histograms. There are very complex tectonic structures of joints, 
cracks, faults, fault surface, millonite, fault breccia, Slicken side, and anticline 
syncline and the layers of rocks having different strikes and dips. All the regolith 
and sediments are transported from different points of Loger, Asmayey Moun-
tains by sudden floods and Kabul River accumulated in different thickness at the 
different locations of this basin [38]. Types of sediments in this basin directly 
belong to the kinds of rocks. They are located in surrounding mountains. In 
these sediments, we can see Garnete, Biotite and Muscovite minerals. The sur-
rounding mountains of this basin are formed from metamorphic rocks like Sch-
ist, Gneiss, Slate which is called Crystalline of Kabul. They belong to Precam  
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Figure 26. In this figure shows the different type of metamorphism in Chelsaton mountain range [36]. 

 
Brian (20 - 40 million years ago) [39]. When we did the gravel analysis there was 
more than Quartzite, Gneiss and Schist in these sediments. The relief of Chelsa-
ton related to three kinds of relief. It consists of high (upper course) that belongs 
to slop mountains, middle relief (middle course), belongs to hills and plains 
areas (lower course), related to agricultural lands. Chelsaton Basin is located 
between mountains ranges which is called inter mountains backing basin. In 
plain areas passing Kabul River, the two laterals located at agricultural lands 
[40]. The Chelsaton Basin sediments belong to Quaternary (Pleistocene) [41] 
[42]. Sediments are transported from Paghman, Loger, Asmayie, Qorugh and 
Paghman Mountains. Chelsaton Sedimentary Basin is one of the inter mountain 
backing basins. In this basin, the size of sediments related to the near and away 
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from mountains range, when we get close to the mountains the size sediments 
are getting bigger and angular. When the distance gets far from mountains, the 
sizes of sediments are getting smaller and angular. At the close areas of moun-
tains we can find Boulder, Cobble, Pebble, granule. Nevertheless, in lower and 
plain areas we can see fine materials like sand, silt and clay. The results obtained 
suggest that further research should be done on topics such as soil physical and 
chemical properties by different laboratory tests, detail another sedimentologi-
cal, geochemical, engineering geology, hydrogeology, hydrology, petrography, 
tectonic and geological mapping. Furthermore, the sedimentological research 
can be used efficiently in the other catchments of basin and other mountain ba-
sins in Afghanistan. At the end, we would request international organizations to 
promote research programs in above areas. 
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